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Abstract Incomplete data imputation plays an important role in big data analysis
and smart computing. Existing algorithms are of low efficiency and effectiveness in
imputing incomplete high-dimensional data. The paper proposes an incomplete highdimensional data imputation algorithm based on feature selection and cluster analysis
(IHDIFC), which works in three steps. First, a hierarchical clustering-based feature
subset selection algorithm is designed to reduce the dimensions of the data set. Second,
a parallel k-means algorithm based on partial distance is derived to cluster the selected
data subset efficiently. Finally, the data objects in the same cluster with the target are
utilized to estimate its missing feature values. Extensive experiments are carried out to
compare IHDIFC to two representative missing data imputation algorithms, namely
FIMUS and DMI. The results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm achieves better imputation accuracy and takes significantly less time than other algorithms for
imputing high-dimensional data.
Keywords High-dimensional data · Incomplete data imputation · Feature subset
selection · Clustering analysis
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1 Introduction
High-dimensional data are a kind of typical big data. Incomplete high-dimensional
data imputation plays an important role in big data analysis and smart computing since high-dimensional data sets often encounter missing values in them due
to various faults of sensor devices and data transmission errors in the network
[1,2]. Existence of a large missing values poses very challenges on the analysis and
mining of high-dimensional data. For example, it is difficult to extract the useful
information and knowledge from incomplete data sets. Therefore, the imputation of
missing values is an important data pre-processing topic in high-dimensional data
analysis.
Many algorithms have been proposed for imputing missing values in the past few
years, such as expectation–maximization (EM) algorithm [3], decision tree imputation algorithm [4] and the k-nearest neighbor algorithm [5]. Even though these
algorithms are performed well on some data sets, they have low performances
in both efficiency and effectiveness when imputing incomplete high-dimensional
data.
The paper proposes an incomplete high-dimensional data imputation algorithm
based on feature subset selection and clustering analysis. Different from many existing techniques that consider all records of a data set for the imputation of missing
values, the proposed algorithm uses the objects in the same cluster with the target to
fill missing values of the target. The proposed algorithm first clusters incomplete data,
and then fills the missing values according to the clustering results. For details, we
use a feature subset selection algorithm based on improved hierarchical clustering to
select a feature subset, which is developed in our previous work. After feature subset
selection, the paper clusters the selected data subset by designing a parallel k-means
algorithm based on partial distance (PPDK-means). At last, the paper fills missing
values according to the clustering result. Therefore, the contributions of this paper are
summarized as follows: (1) To improve the clustering accuracy for incomplete highdimensional data, the proposed algorithm used a feature subset selection algorithm to
select a representative feature subset to reduce missing values. (2) To cluster incomplete data, we improve the conventional k-means algorithm using the partial distance
strategy [6]. (3) We use cloud computing [7,8] to improve the efficiency by designing
MapReduce-based parallel k-means algorithm based on partial distance, which aims
at providing significant computation speed for clustering massive high-dimensional
data.
Extensive experiments are carried out to evaluate the performance of the proposed
algorithm by comparison with two representative missing data imputation algorithms,
namely FIMUS [9] and DMI [4], from both the efficiency and effectiveness points
of view. While the efficiency concerns the time required to fill the missing values,
the effectiveness is related to the filling accuracy. The results demonstrate that the
proposed algorithm achieves better imputation accuracy than the existing algorithms
and takes significantly less time than other algorithms for imputing high-dimensional
data.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, related works are briefly
explained. The feature subset selection algorithm based on improved hierarchical
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clustering is presented in Sect. 3 and the proposed PPDK-means algorithm is described
in Sect. 4. Subsequently, we propose the incomplete high-dimensional imputation
algorithm based on feature selection and cluster analysis in Sect. 5. Experimental
results and analysis are presented in Sect. 6. Finally, conclusions of this paper are
summarized in Sect. 7.

2 Related works
Many techniques for imputing incomplete data have been proposed recently. The most
well-known algorithm is KNNI [5], which finds the k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) objects
of the incomplete object from the raw data set and then imputes the missing values
with the average value of the relative feature for the k-NN objects. In KNNI, the value
of k needs to be defined by user, which is a challenging task. To tackle this issue, some
improved methods, such as LWLA [10], have been proposed to determine a suitable
value of k. Another recent technique called EM [3] imputes missing values depending
on correlations between features and mean values of the features. The DMI algorithm
[4], similar to EMI, finds a set of similar objects with the incomplete object using
a decision tree algorithm and then applies the EMI algorithm to impute the missing
values [9,11].
Another type of leading algorithms imputes incomplete data using classifiers such
as a support vector machine or a neural network [12–15], which can achieve high
imputation accuracy, while their time complexity is high. Other leading imputation
algorithms are based on fuzzy clustering. Deogun applied a fuzzy clustering algorithm
to treat incomplete data [16]. Liao improved a fuzzy c-means clustering algorithm
using a sliding window to impute incomplete data [17,18]. In [19], genetic algorithms
(GA) can also be used to estimate a suitable set of parameters of a fuzzy c-means
algorithm, which can then be used to impute missing values. Fuzzy clustering-based
imputation algorithms yield more accurate estimated values than EMI. However, FCM
implementation needs a weighting factor parameter value, which should be adapted
to the data set type [20].
Most of these algorithms can impute only numerical missing values. To impute categorical missing values, FIMUS makes an educated guess based on the co-appearances
of the values, correlations between features and similarity of values belonging to a
feature [9]. Even though FIMUS performs better than other algorithms, it has a high
time complexity, which limits its application for imputing massive incomplete highdimensional data.

3 Problem statement
The goal of the incomplete data imputation algorithm is to estimate the missing values
as accurately as possible. As reviewed in the previous section, the incomplete data
imputation task poses a number of issues and challenges. We discuss the key challenges
in three aspects as follows.
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3.1 Incomplete data clustering
Incomplete data clustering plays an important role for estimating missing values.
Unfortunately, most of current techniques focus on clustering high-quality data. In
other words, they cannot cluster incomplete data. How to cluster incomplete data is
the first challenge in the area of incomplete data imputation.

3.2 Parallel implementation of the clustering algorithm
Typically, high-dimensional data are so huge that the clustering algorithm is of low
efficiency. So, it is necessary to use cloud computing to optimize the clustering algorithm. To accelerate the clustering speed, we need to address the problem of parallel
implementation of the clustering algorithm for high-dimensional data.

3.3 Distance measure between two objects with missing values
Distance measure is the key challenge related to incomplete data imputation. Many
metrics can only measure the distance between different objects without missing
values, such as Euclidean distance, Mahalanobis distance and Hamming distance.
However, how to measure the distance between two objects with missing values is
another challenge in an incomplete data imputation algorithm.

4 Feature subset selection based on hierarchical clustering
Generally speaking, most of the clustering algorithms are difficult to produce
a good clustering result for high-dimensional data sets since there are a lot of
redundant features in high-dimensional data sets. Aiming at this problem, we proposed a feature subset selection algorithm for incomplete high-dimensional data
sets (FSHC) in the previous work [21]. The results showed that FSHC could
help to improve the accuracy of clustering incomplete high-dimensional data sets
by removing the irrelevant and redundant features. So, we adopt FSHC to select
a feature subset before clustering incomplete high-dimensional data sets in this
paper.
FSHC first clusters the features of the data sets into several classes and then selects
a representative feature from each cluster to form the feature subset of the raw data
sets. For details, the steps are outlined as follows:
Step 1 Use Eq. (1) to measure the similarity between each of the two features [22]:
SU (X, Y ) =

2 × Gain(X |Y )
H (X ) + H (Y )

where H (X ) is the entropy of a discrete random variable X .
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Step 2 Cluster two most similar features into one group according to the similarity;
Step 3 Use Eq. (2) to measure the similarity between each of the two groups ci and c j :
Si j =

1 
|SU (x, y)|
m × n x∈c y∈c
i

(2)

j

where m and n represent the number of the features in the cluster ci and c j , respectively.
Step 4 Merge the two most similar groups into one cluster depending on the similarity;
Step 5 If The maximum similarity between each of the two clusters is less than the
threshold, stop; otherwise, go to Step 3;
Step 6 Use Eq. (3) to calculate F-Completeness of each feature;
FC = 1 − m/n

(3)

where m and n represent the number of the missing values and the number of the data
objects, respectively.
Step 7 Select the feature with the maximum F-Completeness from each cluster as the
representative feature to form the feature subset.
The details of the FSHC algorithm can be found in [21]. The major operation of
the FSHC algorithm is to divide the raw data set into two data subsets, which have a
linear time complexity O(n) in terms of the number of objects, and to cluster features
into groups, which have a time complexity O(m 2 ). Therefore, the overall complexity
of feature subset selection is O(n + m 2 ).

5 Partial distance k-means algorithm based on MapReduce
5.1 K -means algorithm based on partial distances
The k-means algorithm is the most widely used clustering algorithm because of its simplicity and time efficiency. However, the conventional k-means algorithm cannot cluster incomplete data sets. Aiming at this problem, we introduced a partial distance strategy to improve the k-means algorithm (PDK-means) for clustering incomplete data.
The partial distance strategy is used to calculate the distance between an incomplete
data point and a cluster center as below:


m
m
(ok j − vi j )2 Ik j
P Dik = 
Ik
j=1

0, if ok j = ∗
Ik j =
for 1 ≤ j ≤ m, 1 ≤ k ≤ n;
1, if ok j = ∗
Ik =

m


Ik j

(4a)

(4b)

j=1
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The jth feature of the ith cluster centroid vi is updated by the following formula:


vi j =
Ik × ok j /
Ik
(5a)
ok


Ik =

ok

0, if ok j = ∗
1, if ok j = ∗

for 1 ≤ j ≤ m, 1 ≤ k ≤ n

(5b)

To accelerate the clustering speed, we adopt PDK-means to cluster the feature subset
produced by FSHC for obtaining the clustering result. The steps of the PDK-means
algorithm is outlined as below:
Step 1 Choose k data points as initial clustering centers randomly;
Step 2 Use Eq. (4) to measure the distance between every data point and each
clustering center;
Step 3 Assign each data point to its nearest clustering center;
Step 4 Use Eq. (5) to recalculate the clustering centers;
Step 5 Check if all the clustering centers do not change, if yes, stop and return the
clustering result; else, go to the Step 2.
5.2 Parallel PDK-means algorithm based on MapReduce
The paper further improves the efficiency of PDK-means algorithm using MapReduce
(PPDK-means) to design a parallel PDK-means algorithm (PPDK-means).
The main operation of the PDK-means algorithm is to calculate the distance between
every object and each cluster. This is an independent operation, which means that
PDK-means only needs all the feature values of the object o j and all the feature
values of the cluster center vi when calculating the distance P Di j between the object
o j and the cluster center vi . Therefore, this operation is suitable to be performed
based on MapReduce. Parallel PDK-means algorithm based on MapReduce can be
implemented by performing the same Map function and Reduce function in each
iteration.
The PPDK-means algorithm first select randomly k objects as initial cluster centers
and then stores them in a file on HDFS as global variables. Next, the algorithm performs
the Map function and Reduce function iteratively.
The Map function is used to calculate the distance between every object and each
cluster in parallel. The input format of the Map function is (key, value), where key
represents the serial number of an object and value is a string consisting of all the
feature values of this object. The output format of the Map function is (key1, value1),
where key1 denotes the label of an object and value1 is the same with value. The
details of the Map function are described in Function 1.
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Function 1: Map Function
map(<key, value>, <key1, value1>) {
minDis=min;
index=-1;
for i=0 to k-1 {
dis=PDkey,i
if dis<minDis {
minDis=dis;
index=i;
}
}
key1=index;
output<key1,value1>;
}

The Reduce function is used to update the cluster centers depending on the result
of the Map function. The input of the Reduce function is < key, V >, where key is
the cluster label and V is a string list consisting of all the feature values of objects with
the same cluster label key. The output of the Reduce function is < key1, value1 >,
key1 is the same with key and value1 represents a string consisting of all the feature
values of the key1th cluster center. The Reduce function is depicted in Function 2.
The PPDK-means algorithm stores new cluster centers obtained from the results of
the Reduce function in the file on HDFS and then performs the next iteration until the
cluster centers do not change.
Function 2: Reduce Function
reduce(<key, V>, <key1, value1>) {
while(V.hasNext()) {
object=V.next();
for i=0 to |S|-1 {
sum[i]+=Ii*objecti;
Ii’+=Ii;
}
}
for i=0 to |S|-1 {
value1i=sum[i]/Ii’;}
key1=key;
output<key1,value1>;
}
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From the steps of PDK-means, the main operation is the calculation of the distance
between each object and every cluster center whose time complexity is O(tkn), where
t is the times of iteration and k is the number of clusters. Since PDK-means is improved
by cloud computing, the time complexity of the second part is O(tkn/ p), where p is
the number of data nodes used in the cloud platform.

6 Incomplete data imputation algorithm
This section presents an incomplete high-dimensional data imputation algorithm based
on feature subset selection and cluster analysis (IHDIFC).
Algorithm 1: IHDIFC
Input: ri , o1, o2,...,om
Output: rij’-the estimated value of rij
1

Calculate the distance between ri and o1, o2,...,om using Eq. (4)
respectively, denoted as s1, s2..., sm˗

2

Normalize all of the distances s1, s2..., sm using Eq. (6);
m

pi = si / ∑ si , i = 1, 2,..., m

(6)

i =1

3

Calculate the weight of each object according to Eq.(7);
m

wi = (1 − pi ) / (m − ∑ pi ), i = 1, 2,..., m

(7)

i =1

4

Calculate the estimated value rij’ of rij depending on Eq.(8);
m

rij' = ∑ wi × oij

(8)

i =1

5

Return rij’.

After clustering the incomplete high-dimensional data by PPDK-means, all the
objects are clustered into groups. The proposed IHDIFC algorithm uses the objects
that belong to the subset C in the same cluster with the target to impute the missing
values. The IHDIFC algorithm first determines the weight of each object depending
on the distance between the object and the target and then uses the weighted sum of
all the objects to estimate the missing values.
For the incomplete object ri , suppose that the objects belong to the subset C in
the same cluster with ri are o1 , o2 , . . . , om . The details of the IHDIFC algorithm for
estimating the missing feature value ri j of the object o are outlined in Algorithm 1.
Let the number of objects and features of a data set be n and m, respectively.
The major work for the proposed algorithm involves three parts: (1) feature subset
selection; (2) cluster the selected data subset; (3) impute missing values. The time
complexity of the third part is approximately O(s(n − s)/k), where s is the number
of incomplete objects. Thus, according to the analysis in the Sects. 3 and 4, the overall
time complexity of the proposed algorithm is about O(n + m 2 + tkn/ p + s(n − s)/k).
Typically, since t  n, k  n, and s  n in incomplete high-dimensional data set,
the time complexity of IHDIFC for high-dimensional data is O(n + m 2 ).
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7 Experiments
To evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed IHDIFC algorithm, we
compare IHDIFC to the two typical existing techniques namely FIMUS and DMI
which have been shown to be better than many other methods, including EMI, IBLLS,
and ILLSI. The experimental setup and data set are described first, followed by the
results.
7.1 Experimental setup and data set
The experimental environment consists of 20 computers as cloud computing nodes,
each of which has an Intel Core i7 processor with 3.2 GHz speed and 8 GB RAM, and
a 2 TB hard drive.
We apply the algorithms on two real data sets in the experiments. The first data set,
namely Gisette which is available in UCI Machine Learning Repository [23], contains
13,500 objects with 5000 numerical attributes. The second data set consists of 108
objects with 6500 features sampled from the Smart IoT Lab, called sIoT. We first
artificially create missing values in the data sets and then impute them by different
algorithms. The accuracy of the imputation methods is evaluated by comparing the
estimated values to the original values of the artificially created missing values.
Since the imputation accuracy depends on both the type and amount of missing
values, we artificially create two types of missing values, namely single pattern and
multiple pattern. The single pattern allows a object to have only one missing feature
value, while a object has more than one missing feature values in the multiple pattern.
We artificially create four kinds of missing ratios, which are 1, 5, 10 and 20 % objects
with missing values. Therefore, we have a total of 8 combinations of missing patterns
and missing ratios. For every combination, we generate 5 different incomplete data
sets for Gisette and sIoT. Specifically, any two data sets of the 5 different incomplete
data sets can have different missing values for every combination.
To assess the accuracy of imputation algorithms, two well-known evaluation criteria, including Index of agreement (d2 ) and root mean squared error (RMSE), are used
in the experiment [9]. The both criteria can be calculated as follows:
⎡

n

⎢
d2 = 1 − ⎢
⎣

RMSE =

⎤

(ei − ri )2

i=1
n

(|ei − E| + |ri −

i=1
n
1
|ri − ei |2
n

R|)2

⎥
⎥
⎦

(9)

1/2
(10)

i=1

where n is the total number of missing values, ri represents the real value of the ith
missing value, ei denotes the estimated value of the ith missing value, R represents
the average value of real values ri , and E denotes the mean of estimated values
ei , i = 1, 2, . . . , n.
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d2 denotes the degree of resemblance between real and estimated values and RMSE
represents the mean squared error between real and estimated values. A higher d2
value shows a more accurate imputation result while a lower RMSE value argues a
more accurate estimation result.

7.2 Experimental analysis on imputation accuracy
In this subsection, we first present the imputation accuracy of IHDIFC, FIMUS and
DMI in terms of d2 and RMSE on the Gisette data set for 8 combinations in Table 1.
In the tables, every value is the average value carried out on 5 incomplete data sets
for each combination. For example, the average d2 value from the incomplete data
sets generated for “1 %” missing ratio and “single” missing pattern is 0.749. The bold
values represent the best results among the three algorithms.
According to Table 1a, in most cases, the average d2 value for IHDIFC is higher
than other two algorithms. Specifically, except the combination for “5 %” missing ratio
and “single” missing pattern, IHDIFC obtains the highest average d2 value among the
three algorithms. Table 1b shows that the average RMSE value for IHDIFC is lower
than FIMUS and DMI for all the combinations of missing patterns and missing ratios,
which demonstrate that the IHDIFC algorithm achieves the best imputation results.

Table 1 Imputation accuracy on the Gisette data set in terms of (a) d2 and (b) RMSE
Combination
Missing ration

Algorithms
Missing pattern

IHDIFC

FIMUS

DMI

(a)
1%

Single

0.749

0.736

0.728

Multiple

0.739

0.725

0.722

5%

Single

0.731

0.732

0.711

Multiple

0.729

0.709

0.693

10 %

Single

0.711

0.692

0.684

Multiple

0.702

0.679

0.667

20 %

Single

0.685

0.649

0.638

Multiple

0.669

0.627

0.611

(b)
1%

Single

0.221

0.253

0.288

Multiple

0.237

0.268

0.297

5%

Single

0.228

0.267

0.299

Multiple

0.241

0.281

0.308

10 %

Single

0.242

0.289

0.307

Multiple

0.256

0.306

0.323

20 %

Single

0.261

0.311

0.334

Multiple

0.278

0.330

0.359
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Table 2 Imputation accuracy on sIoT data set in terms of (a) d2 and (b) RMSE
Combination
Missing ration

Algorithms
Missing pattern

IHDIFC

FIMUS

DMI

(a)
1%

Single

0.827

0.814

0.798

Multiple

0.816

0.808

0.791

5%

Single

0.817

0.809

0.791

Multiple

0.812

0.801

0.773

10 %

Single

0.810

0.799

0.784

Multiple

0.807

0.786

0.769

20 %

Single

0.808

0.779

0.757

Multiple

0.801

0.758

0.736

(b)
1%

Single

0.131

0.171

0.196

Multiple

0.136

0.177

0.185

5%

Single

0.133

0.189

0.188

Multiple

0.145

0.196

0.204

10 %

Single

0.137

0.188

0.201

Multiple

0.139

0.203

0.209

20 %

Single

0.143

0.192

0.206

Multiple

0.148

0.199

0.218

Table 2 presents the imputation accuracy of IHDIFC, FIMUS and DMI in terms of
d2 and RMSE on the sIoT data set for 8 combinations.
Based on both evaluation criteria of d2 and RMSE, IHDIFC outperforms other two
algorithms for 8 combinations of missing ratios and missing patterns on the sIoT data
set shown in Table 2. From Table 2a, the average d2 value for IHDIFC is higher than
other algorithms for each combination, while Table 2b shows that the average RMSE
value for IHDIFC is lower than FIMUS and DMI, which argues that the IHDIFC
algorithm achieves the best imputation results for incomplete high-dimensional data.
Next, we present how the imputation accuracy of the IHDIFC algorithm depends
on the type and amount of missing values on the two data sets in Figs. 1 and 2.
According to Figs. 1 and 2, for the two data sets, the average value of d2 and
RMSE for the two missing patterns becomes lower and higher, respectively, with the
increasing missing ratio, which demonstrates that the imputation accuracy decreases
as the missing ratio increases. Furthermore, the average value of d2 for “single” pattern
is higher than that for “multiple” pattern as shown in Figs. 1a and 2a, while the average
value of RMSE for “single” pattern is lower than that for “multiple” pattern as shown
in Figs. 1b and 2b, which argues that the imputation accuracy for “single” pattern is
higher than that for “multiple” pattern in terms of the four missing ratios.
Even though the average value of d2 becomes lower with the missing ratio increasing
for the two data sets, the average value of d2 for the sIoT data set decreases more slightly
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(a)

(b)

0.76
0.75

average value of RMSE

0.73
0.72
0.71
0.7
0.69
0.68

multiple pattern

0.27
0.26
0.25
0.24
0.23

0.67
0.66

single pattern

0.28

0.74

average value of d2

0.29

single pattern
multiple pattern

1%

5%

10%

0.22
1%

20%

5%

10%

20%

missing ratio

missing ratio

Fig. 1 Imputation accuracy of IHDIFC on Gisette data set in terms of a d2 and b RMSE

(a)

(b)

0.85
0.845

average value of RMSE

0.84

average value of d2

0.15

single pattern
multiple pattern

0.835
0.83
0.825
0.82
0.815
0.81

0.145
0.14
0.135
0.13
0.125

0.805
0.8
1%

5%

10%

20%

0.12
1%

missing ratio

single pattern
multiple pattern

5%

10%

20%

missing ratio

Fig. 2 Imputation accuracy of IHDIFC on sIoT data set in terms of a d2 and b RMSE

than that for the Gisetter data set, which demonstrates that IHDIFC performs more
stably for imputing high-dimensional data. According to Fig. 2b, the average value of
RMSE increases very slightly for the sIoT data set at missing ratio >10 %, proving
the superiority of the proposed IHDIFC algorithm for filling large number of missing
values. Therefore, IHDIFC is more suitable to impute high-dimensional data in terms
of imputation accuracy.

7.3 Experimental analysis on execution time
To evaluate the efficiency of the proposed IHDIFC algorithm, we perform the proposed
scheme, FIMUS and DMI in the cloud computing platform. The average execution
time on the two data sets for 8 combinations is shown in Tables 3 and 4.
According to the results in the Tables 3 and 4, IHDIFC takes less time than FIMUS
and DMI. Especially, it takes significantly less time than other two algorithms for the
sIoT data set, which indicates that IHDIFC are more efficient for imputing massive
incomplete high-dimensional data.
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Table 3 Average execution time (in seconds) on the Gisette data set
Combination

Algorithms

Missing ration

Missing pattern

IHDIFC

FIMUS

DMI

1%

Single

5883

6024

6826

multiple

6272

6553

7274

Single

5961

6227

6935

Multiple

6536

6827

7304

Single

6397

6714

7126

Multiple

6648

6962

7409

Single

6739

7012

7453

Multiple

6997

7240

7754

5%
10 %
20 %

Table 4 Average execution time (in minutes) on the sIoT data set
Combination

Algorithms

Missing ration

Missing pattern

IHDIFC

FIMUS

DMI

1%

Single

387

9159

9526

Multiple

404

9725

9669

5%

Single

394

9472

9557

Multiple

411

9911

9882

single

405

9919

9754

Multiple

428

10,116

10,095

Single

412

10,308

10,413

Multiple

441

10,483

10,605

10 %
20 %

8 Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a novel algorithm to estimate the missing values. One unique
property of the proposed algorithm is the use of the cloud computing technology. Cloud
computing is used to optimize the PPDK-means algorithm to provide a significant
computation speed, which is very important for massive high-dimensional real-time
clustering. Additionally, the proposed algorithm uses a new distance measure, namely
the partial distance, to calculate the distance between one incomplete object and the
clustering center in the clustering process.
The experiments demonstrate that the proposed IHDIFC algorithm obtains the highest imputation accuracy based on both evaluation criteria, namely d2 and RMSE. The
comparison results prove a clear superiority of IHDIFC over the existing algorithms
that are used in the paper, especially for imputing high-dimensional. Moreover, it
takes significantly less time than other algorithms for imputing massive incomplete
high-dimensional data.
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